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WHAT MAKES

AN ENGINEER AN ENGINEER?
A cross-cultural look at engineering education
b y L i o n e l L a r o c h e, P. E n g.

Since engineers are trained to focus on data and facts, they may assume that cultural
differences have little impact on their professional practice. After all, no matter where you
live, a car is a car, a pipe carries fluids, and the laws of physics are the same.
But since data interpretation is carried out by people, cultural differences sometimes
play a significant role in the work of engineers. In particular, the kind and amount of information that engineers collect and the way they interpret it to solve problems varies from
country to country. These differences can be partly attributed to what engineers learn at
engineering school and how they are taught.

B

y comparing the mechanical engineering curricula in a few universities in Canada, the United States,
France and Mexico, I found key differences in the education of engineers, which
have on impact on their professional activities. I am not suggesting that one curriculum is better than another. What I am suggesting is that engineers are not all made
out of the same cloth. Further, engineers
trained in different countries can complement one another, once they have learned
to work together effectively.
This article compares the mechanical
engineering curricula of the following nine
universities:
◆ the University of Waterloo and McGill
University, located respectively in Waterloo, Ontario, and Montreal, Quebec;
◆ the California Institute of Technology
(Caltech), Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and Stanford University, located respectively in Pasadena,
Cambridge and Palo Alto in the U.S.;
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◆ l’École Polytechnique de Paris in
Palaiseau, France); and
◆ the Tecnologico de Monterrey, Instituto
Tecnologico de Saltillo and Instituto Tecnologico de Tijuana, located respectively in Monterrey, Saltillo and Tijuana, in
Mexico.

Theory versus practice
The French and Mexican education systems
for engineers tend to emphasize theory, while
the Canadian and American systems include
more time for practice. This is reflected in the
relative amount of time spent, on average, in
university classes versus time spent on internships, as shown in Figure 1 on p. 34. These
percentages are based on the number of
weeks spent in university, versus the number
of weeks spent in internships or on extended vacations (which are considered suitable
for summer jobs). French and Mexican students spend more time in class than their
Canadian and American counterparts to
learn more from their professors.
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The Latin preference for theory over
practice is also reflected in the fact that
French and Mexican engineering students
spend more time in the classroom and less
time in labs than Canadian and American
students, as shown in Figure 2 on p. 34.

Consequences in the
workplace
These differences in educational background
are often reflected in the approaches Canadian, American, French and Mexican engineers use to solve technical problems during
their professional careers. Put simply, French
and Mexican engineers tend to look for general solutions, while Canadian and American engineers look for specific solutions.
For example, let’s assume that a Canadian
and a French engineer are assigned the task
of solving a control problem on a specific
process (such as a complex distillation column) within a plant. Since the Canadian
approach tends to be direct and emphasize
speed, the Canadian engineer is likely to first
attempt to experiment on the process. If this
2 0 0 1
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is not practical, he or she
will likely next consider
building a small-scale model or
simulating the process on the computer. A
Canadian engineer generally focuses on solving the specific problem at hand.
The French approach, on the other
hand, emphasizes generality and reapplicability. The French engineer will likely first
look at a general expression of the problem,
starting by setting up differential equations
and attempting to solve them analytically.
If this is not practical, he or she will likely
try to solve these equations numerically
instead. The French engineer tends to focus
on solving the problem for all like processes (for example, all complex columns of the
same kind), believing that solutions derived
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in this manner can be quickly and easily
reapplied to similar situations.
When French and Canadian engineers
work together, significant tension and frustration often develops. Indeed, they usually both have the same first reaction: “You
are doing it all wrong. You are wasting time
(solving your differential equations/building your small-scale apparatus). Doing it
my way will get us to the end point faster.”
But with time and experience, French
and Canadian engineers can learn to appreciate the benefits of combining theoretical
and practical approaches in a synergistic
manner, since there is value in both. A good
compromise between the two approaches
might be to begin by examining all like
processes in the plant, thereby ensuring that

Figure 1. Percentage of time spent at university/in internships
Mechanical Engineering Programs

Figure 2. Percentage of time spent in class/labs
Mechanical Engineering Programs
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the solution obtained can be easily reapplied. This approach is more general than
the Canadian approach, but more focused
than the French approach.

Engineering versus arts and
sciences
The range of subjects mechanical engineering students study varies widely in the four
countries (see Figure 3 on p. 35). The Canadian and French universities considered in
this study are at opposite ends of the spectrum when it comes to the concentration of
credits in engineering, versus other subject
areas. The percentage of credits allocated to
engineering courses varies from 21 per cent
at l’École Polytechnique de Paris, to 64 per
cent at the University of Waterloo.
Each country tends to approach engineering education in a different manner.
Here are some of the key differences:
◆ In Canada, undergraduate engineering
degree programs are accredited for licensing purposes. There are specific guidelines that stipulate the number and content of engineering courses. As a result,
variations among engineering schools are
not as significant as they are in other
countries. Since the best Canadian students (honours program students) are
encouraged to specialize, the percentage
of courses allocated to engineering in honours programs is higher than the percentage of courses allocated to engineering in regular programs.
◆ In the United States, where national engineering education standards provide more
latitude, engineering faculties have more
discretion in choosing what should be
part of their curricula. As a result, variations in the content of engineering programs are more significant
in the U.S. than they are in Canada. For instance, the percentage of
credits allocated to chemistry and
humanities can vary widely from
one university to the next.
◆ Many Mexican universities
are emulating the curriculum of
American universities. In particular, the Tecnologico de Monterrey is aiming to be the “MIT
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) of Latin America.”
◆ French students are encouraged to have a wide breadth of
scientific and technical interests, rather than specialize in
one area. Engineering students
at l’École Polytechnique de
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Paris, who are considered to be the best
Figure 3. Percentage of credits needed in each subject
French students (admission to this institution is based on a country-wide competition), are expected to study a broad
Mechanical Engineering Programs
range of scientific topics from a mathematical point of view. These students
take three times more mathematics
courses and half as many engineering
courses than Canadian engineering students. In addition, mechanical engineering students at l’École Polytechnique de Paris take courses in electrical,
chemical and mechanical engineering.
These differences in educational
a p p roaches are the result of differe n t
emphases. In France, for example, the best
students are encouraged to learn a little
about a lot of subjects, because major
breakthroughs are expected to come from
people applying ideas and concepts from
one scientific field to another. In Canada,
the best students are encouraged to concentrate on one area within their field,
because major improvements come from
experts who know specific processes or ing time” by approaching problems “from is often found when you compare developed
and developing countries.
topics inside out and can apply their the wrong angle.”
In
Canada
and
in
the
U.S.,
people
va
l
u
e
knowledge to a wide range of situations.
action and speed. Canadians and Ameri- Getting the best of both worlds
Deciding who to hire
cans want to brainstorm solutions in order All engineers are not created the same, and
Differences in educational background and to find quick solutions. Actions may be cultural differences have a big impact on the
training become critical during job inter- taken with limited information in order work that engineers do on a daily basis.
views and promotions. For example, French to “get the ball rolling.” With limited infor- Understanding the impact of these differengineers seeking jobs are expected to talk mation and a focus on action, Canadian ences and overcoming the challenges they
about their work and past experience dur- solutions tend to be pragmatic, focusing create are critical to the success of multinaing job interviews. They are also expected on the specifics of the problem at hand. tional engineering teams.
When they overcome these challenges,
to be knowledgeable about a wide range Canadian logic goes from the particular to
multinational teams can often reap signifiof topics, including arts and literature. The the general, in an inductive manner.
In Mexico and France, people value the- cant benefits from cultural differences. Synability to discuss such topics during business meals is an important skill in both ory and comprehensiveness. Mexican and ergy can be created in the area of problem
French engineers tend to analyse problems solving. Indeed, combining the French/MexFrench and Mexican organizations.
Canadian engineers seeking work are in general terms and to seek a general for- ican general, theoretical and analytical
expected to have a solid knowledge of their mulation of them. They look for a gener- approach with the Canadian/American pragtechnical fields. Questions about non-tech- al solution to a general problem, and then matic approach can result in better solutions,
nical and non-managerial topics are gen- apply the general solution to the specific which can be implemented relatively quickerally not considered appropriate during p roblem at hand. French and Me x i c a n ly and easily reapplied in other parts of the
logic goes from the general to the specif- plant or corporation.
interviews in Canada (and in the U.S.).
When working with engineers who have
When engineers from different coun- ic, in a deductive manner. This is because
tries evaluate applicants from differe n t French and Mexican engineers want to been educated in other countries, readers are
countries for a new position or an internal ensure that they have a good theoretical encouraged to discuss and compare differpromotion, they may rank them differ- solution to the problem before starting to ences in education systems. Such a discussion generally provides much insight into
ently. This is because the skills these engi- solve it.
Differences in approaches also arise from why engineers approach problems the way
neers consider important for the position
may be different. Reconciling these differ- differences in the resources at hand. For they do and what is important to them. ◆
ences in values is critical to reaching con- example, higher labour costs and skill levels
make process automation and the use of Lionel Laroche, PhD, P.Eng., is president
sensus on the best candidate for a job.
heavy equipment cost-effective and thus the of ITAP Canada, a cross-cultural training
Problem solving approaches:
preferred approach in Canada, the U.S. and and consulting organization in T oronto,
from general to specific
France. Conversely, using large numbers of which offers training courses designed to
When engineers trained in different coun- unskilled workers may be the preferred solu- help engineers understand the impact of
tries work together, they often think that tion in Mexico, where labour costs and skill cultural differences on their pr ofessional
people trained in other countries are “wast- levels are lower. This difference in approach activities.
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